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! JV!
3+$;6"2+3!"(!%*+!:6+7"4,$!;*':%+61=!!T!$"&:5+!4(+!?'9!T]^ET!84554?+3!29!:4$%A*4;!&,5%":5+! ;4&:'6"$4(! 48! &+'($! ,$"()! C,@+9Y$! %+$%! ?+6+! ,$+3! 4(! %*+$+! 3'%'! %4!"3+(%"89! ?*";*! &'$$+$! *'3! $")("8";'(%59! 3"88+6+(%! TL>! 7'5,+$! '%! $:+;"8";! %"&+$!3,6"()! 3+7+54:&+(%=! ! T)'"(! 3"')(4$%";! :54%$! $*4?+3! %*+! 3'%'! %4! 2+! (46&'559!3"$%6"2,%+3!'(3!48!,("846&!7'6"'(;+!"(!+7+69!;'$+=!!!!!
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! JK!
'$! 3+7+54:&+(%! '37'(;+3<! ?"%*! 5'6)+6! &'$$+$! 0IHGGt! 5'67'+1! $*4?"()! &46+!+B'))+6'%+3! "(;6+'$+$=! ! >4?+7+6<! 3+$:"%+! %*+! HFGG! &'$$+$! :+'@"()! '%!'::64B"&'%+59! WK! ON<! $+7+6'5! 3+)6++$! *")*+6! %*'(! %*+! IJGG! &'$$<! %*+"6!%+&:+6'%,6+!;,67+!?'$!"("%"'559!$*'554?+6!"(!;4&:'6"$4(=!!C*"$!"(3";'%+3!'!$54?+6!6'%+!48!%+&:+6'%,6+!"(;6+'$+=!!!T8%+6!:+'@"()!"(!%*+!W63!5'67'5!"($%'6<!%+&:+6'%,6+$!364::+3<!2,%!?+6+!&'"(%'"(+3!$+7+6'5!3+)6++$!'247+!'&2"+(%!846!%*+!3,6'%"4(!48!%*+!+B:+6"&+(%!,(%"5!&'$$+$!+B:+6"+(;+3!'!$+;4(3<!$&'55+6!:+'@! h,$%!:6"46!%4!%*+!&")6'%469!$%')+!48!3+7+54:&+(%=!!!!!
! "#!
!$%&'()!*+,+!-)./!0.11!2)03)(.2'()1!4567!81+!2%0)!40%/17!9:(!).;<!:9!2<)!0.11!1%=)1!2<.2!>%13?.@)>!2)03)(.2'()1!>%99)(%/&!9(:0!.0A%)/2!4;:/2(:?7+!
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! "#!
$%&'(! )*+*! ,(-.'/-! 01! /2(! $.3(4-! /(-/! 5067%89:;! /(67(8%/.8(-! 9:! <911(8(:/! -9=(<!%;;8(;%/90:-*!!>?@%'.(-!-2%<(<!9:!8(<!-20A!A2(8(!-9;:9195%:/!<911(8(:5(-!055.88(<!&(/A((:!6%--(-!A9/2!B0:/80'!CB$,DE!8(78(-(:/9:;!%6&9(:/!CFF!°B!G+E!!
! "#$%! &'! (''! (&'! )''! *''! +''! ,''! ()''! (&''! (-''!
&'! +*HH! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
(''! +*HH! +*HH! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
(&'! +*HH! +*HH! +*HH! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
)''! H*##! +*HH! +*HH! +*HH! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
*''! H*#"! +*HH! +*HH! H*##! +*HH! ! ! ! ! ! !
+''! H*#I! +*HH! H*##! H*#J! +*HH! +*HH! ! ! ! ! !
,''! H*I)! H*#H! H*J"! H*)H! H*#"! H*##! +*HH! ! ! ! !
()''! .'/'(! '/'0! .'/'(! .'/'(! H*++! H*+I! H*FK! H*"L! ! ! !
(&''! .'/'(! '/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! '/'0! '/'&! H*+H! H*KJ! +*HH! ! !
(-''! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! '/'*! H*")! H*#L! !
)&''! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! .'/'(! H*HK! H*+K! H*#J!
!




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Mass Size (Number of larvae)
! "#!
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
$%-./!0*G#9+)0&5!3&2')'$&!0'33&3!'$!$%&!4++1&)!2&)*2%&):7!!!!8%&)0+)&(/1'$+):! .&%'6*+/)! 0':! .&! $)*((&)&5! *,! 0'33&3! 5/)*,(! &')1:! 1')6'1!5&6&1+20&,$!=%&,! *,5*6*5/'13! ')&! '$! $%&*)!0+3$! 6/1,&)'.1&7! ! 8%*3! 4+/15! &J21'*,!=%:! $%&! >NAA! 0'33&3! $++O! 1+,(&)! $+! '44)/&! %&'$! *,! 4+02')*3+,! $+! $%&! 30'11&)!0'33&37! ! <9! $%&! 3/((&3$&5! /22&)! 1&$%'1! 1*0*$! +9! '22)+J*0'$&1:! #N! P@! 9+)! 12/.%.$#
*!(./$"$! *3! *,! 9'4$! '44/)'$&! ?@%')'.*5;&! !"# $%7-! >ABBC!Q'11! !"# $%7-! >AABG-! *$! =+/15!4+*,4*5&!=*$%!$%&!0'J*0/0!$&02&)'$/)&!)&4+)5&5!*,!$%&!>NAA!0'33&37!!8%&!&')1:!
! "#!
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
!"#"$% &'()%*'+,'-(*.-'/%01%+(223*%+(//'/%!D5%! ($-.5! ',! +5%! /*)%-$! $%($%33*')! *3! 43%,4/! *)! +5-+! *+! (*6%3! *)6%3+*(-+'$3! -)!*)7*&-+*')! ',! +5%! +9.%3! ',! +%1.%$-+4$%3! +5-+! &-)! 0%! -++-*)%7! 09! %6%)! $%/-+*6%/9!31-//!-(($%(-+*')3!',!!"#$%$&'()*$#&+&:! !F'8%6%$2! *+! *3! *1.'$+-)+!+'!3+$%33!+5-+!+5*3!,'$14/-! &-)! ')/9! 0%! -3341%7! +'! 0%! -../*&-0/%! '6%$! +5%!1-33! 3*G%3! 43%7! *)! +5*3!%E.%$*1%)+!=HICJHII!/-$6-%B!-)7!-+!-)!-10*%)+!+%1.%$-+4$%!',!JJ!°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°KB:! ! D5%*$! ($-.5!*)7*&-+%7! +5-+! -3! -(($%(-+*')3! -..$'-&5%7! -! 6'/41%! ',! >III! &1Q2! 5%-+! %1*33*')!0%(-)!+'!/%6%/!'4+!-+!-..$'E*1-+%/9!#HCHI!°K:!!D5%3%!1-33%32!&'1.$*3%7!',!3%6%$-/!+5'43-)7! /-$6-%2! 8%$%! 3*()*,*&-)+/9! /-$(%$! +5-)! +5%! -(($%(-+*')3! 43%7! *)! +5%!
! "#!
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°F:!!!!
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
! "#$!
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
! "#$!
%&'! (')*%&+! ,)-! .'/*&%+! 01! +0(/%,23! (,24,'! ,%! %&'! +%,2%! 01! -/+5'2+,(! ./%&! (,24,'!2',2'-! /)!-/11'2')%! +/6'-! ,**2'*,%/0)+7!8!92/'1! -/+:;++/0)! 10((0.+<!.&/:&! '=5(,/)+!%&'!1/)-/)*+! /)!2'(,%/0)!%0!.&,%!&,+!,(2',-3!9'')!5;9(/+&'-!0)!%&'!%05/:!01!+/)*('!2',2'-!(,24,'7!!!!
!"#$ %&'()*&+,$&-.$%('/0.,$!>&'!'=5'2/?')%,(!-'+/*)!;+'-!%0!+%;-3!+0(/%,23!(,24,'!.,+!+0?'.&,%!-/11'2')%!%0!%&'!52'4/0;+!'=5'2/?')%+!%&,%!&,-!10:;+'-!0)!(,24,(!,**2'*,%/0)+7!!!"#$%$&'()*$#&+&!'**+! .'2'! &,24'+%'-! 120?! (,902,%023! 2',2'-! ,-;(%+! ,)-! @'5%! /)! ,)! /):;9,%02!520*2,??'-! %0! ?,/)%,/)! ,! :0)+%,)%! %'?5'2,%;2'! 01! AA! °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
! "#$!
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
! "#$!
%&'(! )*! +,)-'&.! /)*01!%(&.(! ),,2%+0! )&3! '2! .&3.4,)'+! /4'! 53+6+*'+0! ,)36),! +-.)5+7!!8(+! '+-'! '4/+! %)-! '(+*! 3+'43*+0! '2! '(+! &*.4/)'23! %(&.(! %)-! -+'! )'! )! .2*-')*'!'+95+3)'43+!2:!;;!°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°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
! "#$!
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